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1 Look at the pictures and complete the sentences using an appropriate word.

A B C D
A) Suddenly Amin burst………………
B) After eating lunch, he sat on the …………….
C) We have to speak louder because our grandfather is …………………………
D) The child …………… at his parents when they wanted him to go out.
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2 Fill in the blanks with the given words.
surprisingly-boost-dedicated-lower-spares

Feeling closer to the people we help can……………. our relationships with others. Whillans is
a physician who …………… no pains to cure sick and poor people in African countries. Not
………… she is regarded as one of the most ………..persons by African people. She believes
that helping these people …………blood pressure and has a large effect on our health.
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3 Complete the words according to the given pictures.
Reza (hug-ed)his friend.

While I was travelling , I kept a( di-ry). The cat slept (ca-mly).
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4 Match two parts.
BA

1.to stop being angry with someone. a.distinguishe
2.many times b.forgive
3.famous c.repeatedly
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by take

heavy quick

rain the way

temperature meal
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Making collocations by matching the exact words

Read the passage carefully.

Dr .Mohammad Gharib was born on July 5,1909. After completing high school
in 1927, he went to France ,where he studied medicine for two years and then
went to the Paris University Medical School. When he came back to his
homeland, he taught medicine to thousands of students. In 1941 , he was the
writer of the first Persian textbook on disease of children. He was an important
person in modern Iranian medicine and was regarded as the ‘Father of Iranian
Pediatrics’. He died of cancer in Tehran on Jan,20,1975.

Now generate some questions using the following question starters .Then answer
them.

Who………………………………………………………………………….?

…………………………………………………………………………………

Where…………………………………………………………………………?

…………………………………………………………………………………

When………………………………………………………………………….?

…………………………………………………………………………………
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